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Abstract
The experiments of secondary emission in the
magnetron injection gun and using of such a gun in electron
linear accelerator are described. Up to now it was attained 65
amperes of beam current in short-pulse regime of the gun and
3 milliseconds of pulse duration in the low current regime.
Characteristics of the gun operating in the secondary emission
regime and the methods of calculating it are adduced. Main
advantages of this regime may be long life time of the gun and
high stability of beam current at employing purely-metal
cathodes. Prospects of using the gun in the secondary emission
regime in linac technology (mainly in high power RF-sources)
are discussed.

operating in the regime secondary emission a secondaryemission magnetron-injection gun (SEMIG).
In process of the investigations [6] it was observed
the possibility of controlling (switching) SEMIG. At the very
small but quick variation of the gun voltage the deep pulse
modulation of the beam with the modulation frequency about
200 MHz and the pulse duration 1 ns was noted. The pulse
current reached 12 A at 60 kV voltage. More smooth variation
of the gun voltage did not cause the beam modulation and the
current behaved in accordance with the C-V law (see Fig. 2).
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I. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
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The magnetron injection gun is a well known device.
The experiments with the cold-cathode devices of such a type
are known too [1]. We describe some new experiments with
the cold-cathode magnetron injection gun that are made in
our institute [2-6].
The representation of the gun are shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the cold-cathode
magnetron injection gun. S is the solenoid, A and C are the
anode and cathode accordingly, I is the insulator.
It was established that if between the anode and
cathode a short pulse of voltage (several tens nanoseconds
duration and several tens kilovolt amplitude) is applied, then
the gun will generate the short pulse of an electron beam. If
the magnetic field is less than its value at which return of the
electrons to the cathode is impossible then the beam current
will be absent. We had supposed that the cause of the beam
current generating was the secondary electron emission. Later
the investigation confirmed this idea. For example, long-pulse
regime (3000 µs) had been obtained [5]. Such a regime is
impossible at plasma explosion phenomenon at the cathode. In
Tab. 1 it is shown the regimes of the gun operation and the
parameters of the beam. Further on we will call the gun

Figure 2: Current-Voltage (C-V) performances of SEMIG at
0.135 T magnetic induction. The transparent squares are the
experimental points , and the shaded squares are corresponded
to the approximation using the quadratic parabola [3].
The full control effect is reached by possibility to
drive the energy of back electron bombardment and then the
control of the secondary emission is acquired, too.
SEMIG was also tested as the injector for the
resonance linac of S-band (3 GHz) [4]. The gun was located
near RF-buncher so that RF-field could influence the gun
work. In the case of the RF-field absence, it was obtained and
accelerated the short electron pulses with 20 ns duration and
0.5 A current at 20 A current from the gun. Presence of RFpower in the buncher allowed to generate the more lengthy
beam pulse up to 1 µs with 20 mA accelerated current at 1 A
current from the gun. Such regime was observed in narrow
interval of the magnetic fields corresponding the frequency of
electron cyclotron resonance. It should be noted that the low
acceptance of particles in acceleration was because of the
insufficient voltage on the gun.
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Cathode material

Gun
voltage
kV

Table 1. SEMIG's experimental regimes of operation.
Beam
Current
Beam
Pulse
Repetition
current
density
diameter
duration
rate
A
A/cm2
mm
µs
Hz

Magnetic
induction
T

Pub. year,
[ref.]

Copper

68

12

20

9

0.01

single

0.19

1991 [2]

Copper

48

8

10

8

1.3

single

0.14

1992 [3]

20, (1.0)

0.02, (1.0)

50, (50)

0.005÷65

0.4÷3000

3÷50

Copper
Stainless-steel

10÷150

II. METHOD OF CALCULATION
On the base of the scale method of modeling for
magnetron gun with cylindrical electrodes [7], it was derived
the following relationships of beam current I and beam
diameter D b depend of diameters of cathode D c , anode D a ,
magnetic field B and gun voltage U:
I = C1

U2
,
BDc ln 2 (Da / Dc )

Db = Dc + C2

U
B Dc ln(Da / Dc )
2

(1)
(2)

C 1 , C 2 are constants extracted from experimental data and
depending on emission properties of cathode materials used.
As shown in Fig. 2, the experimental current-voltage
characteristic corresponds to the formula (1) quite accurately.
The preliminary estimates showed that the beam current
dependence on the magnetic field corresponds to the formula
(1) qualitatively. That way, it is possible to calculate the gun
parameters at not very distinctive values of the magnetic field.
It should be marked, with increasing of the magnetic field the
measured beam current was more then calculated by (1).

III. ADVANTAGE OF SEMIG

1993 [4]
...÷0.29

1994 [5]

the metallic connection loading at bombarding electron
energies sufficient for secondary-emission to occur [10].

IV. OUTLOOK ON APPLICATION OF SEMIG IN
HIGH POWER RF-SOURCES
In review on secondary electron emission sources
[11] it was shown the SEMIG had the best beam parameters of
current density and total current among secondary emission
guns. In the review the secondary emission gun was consider
as an alternative of the thermionic magnetron-injection gun
[12] in the high power RF-source project, the Immersed Field
Cluster Klystron [13]. As shown in the report [7] the
application of SEMIG may be solution of the problem of
increasing of a cathode life time.
As shown above, the main advantage of the SEMIG
in comparison with a traditional thermionic magnetroninjection gun is a possibility to obtain high current density as
well as a very long life time (above 100,000 hours) of a
secondary emission metallic cathode, simultaneously. Apart
from that, insensibility of a purely metallic cathode (platinum)
to poisoning and to atmospheric air allows to create an
accelerator and RF-source with common vacuum system, that
cuts off the problem of an exit window.
Magnetron gun is already employed in klystrons and
gyrotrons. Such devices with the proposed SEMIG can have
the all above advantages.
Observed current modulation may be the base for
creation of high power electron tubes with high efficiency. In
relatively low frequency band it may be a prototype of
injectrons and klystrodes and for shorter waves it may be a
klystron or gyrotron. Injectrons using SEMIG may be the base
for creation of highly efficient high voltage pulse modulators
with high repetition frequency.

After applying of full voltage to SEMIG the speed
excitation of secondary-emission current allows to produce a
very short beam pulse directly from the gun. Apart from that,
out estimates indicated that secondary emission from pure
metal may provide higher current densities then those in
thermionic or photo-emissions at the same energy inputs. This
observation gives hope for production of high current densities
that are otherwise precluded by cathode destruction from
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